The emergence of novel pathogens often has dramatic negative effects on 2 previously unexposed host populations. Subsequent disease can drive populations 3 and even species to extinction. After establishment in populations, pathogens can 4 continue to affect host dynamics, influencing the success or failure of species recovery 5 efforts. However, quantifying the effect of pathogens on host populations in the wild 6 is challenging because individual hosts and their pathogens are difficult to observe.
Introduction 23
Amphibians are one of the most threatened groups of vertebrates (Wake and Vredenburg 
The structure of Ω i,j implies that there are no mistaken individual identifications (those that are dead or not recruited are never detected), and that a swab successfully makes it to the lab and provides qPCR data with probability δ, conditional on the animal being detected. Detection probabilities are provided by p − i,j for uninfected (Bd negative) and 194 p + i,j for infected (Bd positive) individuals, and these detection probabilities can vary by 195 individual and survey. We also assume that there are no false-positive or false-negative Bd 196 results (Hyatt et al. 2007) , though relaxing this assumption may be a promising future 197 area, given the potential sensitivity of swab results to infection intensity (Miller et al. 198 2012).
199
State model 200 The hidden states of each individual evolve as a Markov process with transition matrix 201 Ψ i,t , the entries of which provide the probability of transitioning to state u i,t+1 (the 202 column index) from state u i,t (the row index). This matrix is different for individuals 203 that naturally recruit versus those that recruit deterministically due to introduction. For 204 naturally recruiting individuals:
where λ t is the probability that an individual enters the adult population between primary 206 periods t and t + 1, γ t is the probability that a recruiting individual is infected conditional 207 on entry, φ − i,t is a survival probability for an uninfected adult, φ + i,t is a survival probability 208 for an infected adult, η + t is the probability of transitioning from the uninfected to infected 209 class conditional on survival, and η − t is the probability of transitioning from the infected to 210 uninfected class conditional on survival.
211
For introduced individuals, the recruitment process is deterministic. Specifically, for each 212 introduced adult, there is zero chance that they recruit prior to the primary period in 213 which they are introduced, and if they are introduced at time t intro i , then the probability 214 that they recruit into a particular class (their state upon introduction) must be one.
215
For these introductions, all introduced adults were infected, and thus recruited into the 216 infected adult class, leading to the following transition matrix for introduced animals,
217
where the recruitment process is completely determined by t intro i , such that Ψ i,t is:
218
Not recruited Uninfected Infected Dead
where I (t=(t intro i −1)) is an indicator function equal to one when t is equal to t intro i − 1.
introductions took place and when surveys occurred, and was set to occur one week 221 before the initial introductions into each population. For this augmented period t = 1, 222 we assume that all individuals are in the "not-recruited" class, u i,1 = 1 for i = 1, ..., M 223 ( Figure 1 ). Given that neither lake was known to contain adult frogs immediately prior to 224 introduction, this is potentially a fair assumption, but in case the assumption was violated 225 and adults were present prior to the introduction, we include a time-varying adjustment 226 into the recruitment model (described below).
227
The number of primary periods was not uniform across survey years, and as such, the Among uninfected adult frogs, we assume that the probability of detection varies with 249 survey air temperature (Sinsch 1984) , so that
where α (p) is an intercept parameter, β (p,x) is the effect of survey air temperature on 251 detection probability, and x j is the survey air temperature for survey j, for all i, j. Among 252 infected adult frogs, the detection model was expanded to allow for an adjustment to 253 account for being infected, and a further adjustment to deal with variation due to Bd load:
where β (p,+) is the adjustment on the intercept for infected adults, and β (p,z) is a coefficient 255 for the log Bd load z i,t j of individual i in primary period t containing survey j, for all i, j.
256

Recruitment probabilities 257
The recruitment model was designed to account for annual variation in Bd loads, whether 258 primary periods spanned years, and winter severity. For the probability of entering the 259 population between primary period t and t + 1, we have:
where α (λ) is an intercept term, and the effect of an overwinter transition is represented 261 as β (λ,w) , with w t as a binary indicator of whether a transition from period t to t + 1 262 is β (λ,s) , where s yt is previous winter's severity. The parameter β (λ,1) is an adjustment for 264 the recruitment probability after the first imaginary primary period, which could account 265 for undetected individuals present prior to introduction. Finally, (λ) yt is an adjustment 266 to account for extra annual variation. The probability that an individual is infected, 267 conditional on recruitment is modeled as a function of expected Bd load among infected 268 adults: an overwinter period and winter severity: w) is an adjustment for overwinter transitions, 
where z i,t is the log transformed Bd load of individual i during primary period t, β (φ + ,z) 280 is a coefficient for Bd load, and the remainder of parameters are defined using the same 281 notation as for the survival of uninfected adults.
282
Loss and gain of infection probabilities 283 The probability that an infected adult loses infection was modeled as a function of mean 284
Bd load in the infected population, and whether a transition occurred from one year to the 285 next:+20
Figure legends
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Appendix B: Forward algorithm description 785
Parameter estimation for this model is made somewhat difficult by the presence of discrete 786 parameters (hidden states). We address this issue by using the forward algorithm, which 787 does not require sampling from the discrete state space, to compute the joint probability 788 of hidden states and observations (Zucchini et al. 2016) . To describe this algorithm, 789 we first consider the case of one individual. We would like to compute [u i,1:nt , o i,1:n j |...]
790
(suppressing dependence on detection and transition parameters for compactness) for the 791 individual with state and capture history shown in Figure 1 . 792 We can factor this joint probability as follows:
793
